The **Enfusion Collection**

by Amanda Cantrell

The **Enfusion** Collection is designed with a bold attitude, fusing traditional and contemporary patterns. It incorporates large geometrics and bold forms, creating a whimsical modern approach. The collection offers flexibility, allowing designers to combine and recombine any of the tiered patterns to suit various corridor sizes. The unique borderless runner flows from wall to wall, adapting seamlessly to the project’s needs. The Enfusion Collection is perfect for clients seeking a blend of tradition and modernity in their interiors.
The fusion of contemporary yet traditional with a bold attitude. The acanthus scroll is treated in a whimsical modern way, with large geometrics and bold linear forms. The appearance of butterflies in the corridor options gives a feeling of free flowing style. The most discerning of clients will have the opportunity to fuse these elements into one project. The unique thing about Enfusion is that there is a borderless runner flowing from wall to wall, cutting off wherever it may. The six movements in the large 12’ wide by 36’ long corridor runner (S21156) can use any combination of both width and pattern. One can use all six in a wide area or just two in a narrow area. Designers can combine and recombine any of the tiered patterns to customize every corridor.
The Enfusion Interactive CD allows you to combine and re-combine layers for a custom corridor like the examples shown here. See what corridor creation you can develop using the CD.
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